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ABSTRACT

The purpose of the paper is to report the findings from a qualitative study which was 
designed to investigate how firms adapt for each other in the context of buyer-seller 
relationships. The methodology involved the development of dyadic case studies of 13 
inter-firm relationships, employing semi-structured interviewing of respondents from both 
ends of the relationship. The degree of association is discussed between adaptation 
intensity and the relative size of the firms, the atmosphere of the relationship, relationship 
age, relative power/dependence, and the managerial orientation of the parties. The 
intensity of inter-firm adaptation behaviour is most clearly associated with relative 
power/dependence, and with the managerial orientations of the parties.
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ANTECEDENTS TO ADAPTATION IN BUYER-SELLER RELATIONSHIPS 

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this paper is to report the findings from a qualitative study of buyer/seller 

adaptation behaviour. The study was conducted in the UK during 1995/1996, in the 

telecommunications and automotive sectors, and involved companies with headquarters in 

five countries (UK, USA, Germany, Canada, and a UK/Japanese joint venture). The 

principal purpose of the study was to gain a better understanding of why and how firms 

adapt for each other in the context of buyer/seller relationships. Specifically, the 

following questions were at issue:

1. how are decisions to adapt made?

2. what management processes are involved in the implementation of adaptations?

3. how does adapting, or the withholding of adaptations, affect the development of a 

buyer/seller relationship?

4. what factors predispose partners in a buyer/seller relationship towards adaptation 

behaviour?

The theoretical background to the study has been reported previously (Brennan & 

Turnbull 1995; Brennan & Turnbull 1996). Suffice it to say that there is adequate 

evidence from prior research to support the assertion that adaptations are integral to the 

development of buyer/seller relationships (Hakansson 1982; Turnbull & Valla 1986; Ford 

1990; Hallen, Johanson & Seyed-Mohamed 1991; Holmlund & Kock 1995).

After an explanation of the methodology adopted, the research questions outlined above 

are addressed. Some tentative findings on the managerial processes involved in 

adaptation are described. The associations between adaptations, the relative size of the
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parties to the relationship, and the atmosphere of the relationship are discussed. A number 

of variables (relationship age, relative power/dependence, managerial orientation) are 

assessed in terms of their likely causal links with buyer and seller adaptations. Finally, 

conclusions are drawn concerning why and how firms adapt for each other, and ideas are 

presented for the direction of future research.

METHODOLOGY

A case study approach was adopted, using a multi-case embedded design (Yin 1994). 

Case studies were developed in the automotive and telecommunications sectors1 In each 

sector the process of case study development began with an investigation of the 

purchasing and supplier management strategies of three major purchasing organisations. 

Contacts within the purchasing organisations were asked to suggest two supply companies 

which could be used for the development of dyadic case studies. Respondents in the 

purchasing and the selling organisations were interviewed regarding the nature of the 

relationship, hi both the purchasing and selling organisations respondents were identified 

who had direct involvement in the management of the focal relationship. Semi-structured 

interviews were used as the primary method of data collection, with a topic guide 

indicating the following broad areas to be investigated:

  background information on the respondent and the company

  the marketing (purchasing) strategy of the company

  trends in the business environment and market

  identification of key actors within the broader industry network

  history of the focal relationship

  adaptations within the focal relationship.

1 Company pseudonyms are used throughout the paper to preserve respondent confidentiality. A 
summary of the case study companies and relationships is provided at Appendix 2.
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In all, 36 qualitative interviews were conducted with a total of 37 managers, representing 

15 companies. A total of 13 dyadic relationships were investigated, between 6 purchasing 

organisations and 9 supply companies (see Appendix 2). Interview length varied from 1 

hour to 4 hours, with a mean length of 2 hours. In addition to the face-to-face interviews, 

a variety of methods (fax, mail, phone, email) were used to clarify or expand upon the data 

gathered. A number of characteristics of the fieldwork are noteworthy:

  while it was anticipated that interviews would be one-to-one, a number of respondents 

chose to invite an interested colleague to the meeting - someone whom they believed 

could provide complementary information

  a number of respondents were interviewed more than once

  in the telecommunications sector, where the industrial concentration of the supply 

industry is high, a number of "purchasing" respondents selected the same supplier.

This last point had not been anticipated in the original research design, but proved 

fortuitous since it enabled direct comparisons to be made of the interactions between a 

single supply company and two or three purchasing organisations. In a sense this echoes 

Yin's (1994) comparison of the case study method with the experimental method. In the 

original research design it was intended to hold the "purchaser" variable constant, and to 

alter the "supplier" variable. Fortuitously, the case studies created instances where the 

"supplier" variable was held constant while the "purchaser" variable was altered.

As a means of validating the information gathered, notes of each qualitative interview 

were sent to the respondent for comment shortly after the meeting. A number of 

respondents provided feedback on the interview notes, usually where a point of fact 

regarding the industry or the relationship needed to be clarified. Subsequently, 

respondents were sent a report summarising the results from the complete series of 

interviews, and again invited to comment. At this stage, presumably because it was by
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now some time since the interviews had been conducted, the number of responses 

received was low. This kind of process, sending interview notes and findings to 

respondents, is advocated by Miles and Huberman (1994) as one method of validating 

qualitative research data. In this study, some useful responses were received, and the 

process of engaging respondents in a "dialogue" improved the researcher/respondent 

relationship, facilitating subsequent access.

Measurement

For purposes of research convenience it is easier to concentrate on the perceptions of one 

party to the relationship concerning inter-firm adaptations (single-end research). Where 

the research objectives clearly pertain to single-end perceptions of adaptation behaviour, 

this approach is valid. However, where the research objectives are to establish the 'truth1 

of inter-firm adaptation behaviour, this approach can only be valid if the perceptions of the 

parties do not differ substantially. One of the findings from this study is that differences of 

perception regarding adaptations do exist between buying and selling organisations. To 

summarise:.

1. In general, respondents tended to emphasise adaptations made by their organisation, 

and place less emphasis on adaptations made by the counterpart. Self-adaptation 

tends to be more visible than partner-adaptation. Undoubtedly, there is a tendency 

to classify what the other party does as 'no more than should be expected' (not an 

adaptation), and what one's own company does as 'over and above normal 

expectations' (an adaptation).

2. More particularly, where a large customer interacts with a small supplier, the 

customer tends to under-estimate the effort required within the supplier organisation 

to respond to 'routine requests' - for example, the large car OEMs expect their 

suppliers to adopt the current fashion in quality standards (e.g. BS5750, ISO9000,
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QS9000 and customer-specific systems), and appear not to realise the 

administrative burden which this places on a small firm. The scale of an adaptation 

is judged against the resources available to your own organisation 

3. The interpretation placed on a specific adaptation by the supplier and the customer 

can be different for example, an adaptation perceived by Intelco respondents as a 

'breakthrough1 in developing their relationship with ABC (where ABC were 

persuaded to release proprietary source code) was regarded by ABC respondents as 

a crude exploitation of power by Intelco, if anything damaging rather than 

strengthening the relationship.

It follows that all the other aspects of measurement of adaptation are coloured by the 

perspective of the respondent. A relationship in which the customer (let us say, an 

automobile OEM) believes that the supplier has adapted infrequently, and on only a small 

scale, could be the same one in which the supplier (say, a small-scale automotive 

component manufacturer) believes that he has adapted often, and has devoted substantial 

resources to specific investment for the customer. Therefore, straightforward 

measurement techniques based on the reporting of the frequency and magnitude of 

adaptations by a respondent from one or other party to a relationship are fundamentally 

flawed. The measurement of adaptation frequency and magnitude must be based, at least, 

on reports from respondents in both organisations. Ideally, data would be gathered from 

more than one respondent in each organisation, so that the degree of inter-respondent 

consistency can be observed both within the partner firms, and between the partner firms. 

In this study, multiple respondents were interviewed from several firms (e.g. UKTelco 

Intelco, Detroit Inc, International Exhausts), but the results cannot be investigated in the 

manner suggested here because the respondents were selected to represent different 

customer or supplier relationships. On those fortuitous occasions on which it was possible 

to interview two or more people within a single firm on adaptations within a given 

relationship, differences of perspective were noticed.
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PROCESSES OF DECISION-MAKING IN BUYER-SELLER ADAPTATIONS

In this section the findings from the study concerning managerial decision-making 

processes involved in adaptations are discussed. The field research revealed an enormous 

variety of adaptation behaviour, ranging from minor adaptations involving some additional 

inter-organisational contact and exchange of non-confidential information, to major 

adaptations such as investment in large-scale customer-specific manufacturing equipment. 

Not surprisingly, there was an equally wide range of decision-making processes. In some 

cases adaptations took place without any conscious decision having been taken, while in 

other cases adaptations occurred only after extensive and formal data gathering, analysis 

and decision-making processes. In the former case, adaptation is an unplanned process 

that 'just happens', and there is no explicit evaluation of the net gain from adaptation either 

propter hoc or post hoc. In the latter case, adaptation is an extensively planned process, 

based explicitly on the formal evaluation of net gain, with post hoc evaluation of whether 

the anticipated return has been achieved.

Given this diversity in the decision-making process, an attempt is made here to categorise 

the different decision processes, and to identify the circumstances under which different 

decision-making processes are applicable. The theoretical framework suggested by 

Brennan & Tumbull (1996) is used to structure the analysis.
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The Adaptation Process: Scale and Formality

Degree
of
formality

Tactical Adaptation 

Political

Ad Hoc Adaptation 

Socialization — — »

Strategic Adaptation

Deliberate decisions

Emergency or 
Tacit Adaptation

Evolutionary 
Emergent decisions

Scale of adaptation

Source: Brennan & Tumbull (1996), p 144

The involvement and influence of different managerial levels and departments in the 

adaptation process is associated with the nature of the adaptation and of the 

decision-making process. This association is illustrated in table 1. Broadly, where 

'planned' adaptation decisions are involved the decision-making level, and the number of 

departments involved in the decision-making process, vary with the magnitude of the 

prospective adaptation. Where the adaptation is 'tacit', the result of an accumulation of 

planned adaptations, it is not possible to specify either a decision-making level or the 

range of departments involved in the process.
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Table 1: Decision-Making in Adaptation Processes
Tactical adaptations: Political process

Decision-making level: Typically at senior 
level of functional management (e.g. 
Purchasing Director to sign-off amended 
terms of contract) or at Board level

Departments involved: Limited number of 
departments, nature of which depends upon 
the area in which the decision lies (e.g. 
purchasing and legal affairs where terms of 
contract are involved)

Strategic adaptations: Formal 
decision-making or investment process

Decision-making level: Top management

Departments involved: Wide range of 
departments for purposes of data gathering 
and analysis incl. marketing/purchasing, 
engineering, quality, production/operations, 
finance, legal affairs

Ad hoc adaptations: Socialisation process

Decision-making level: Various, but generally 
at operating manager level in a large 
company. Decisions may be made at a senior 
level within a small company (within which
(a) there are fewer decision-making levels and
(b) a given adaptation is comparatively more 
important than in a large company).

Departments involved: Normally only the 
department actually implementing the 
adaptation.

Tacit adaptations: Emergent decision or 
evolutionary process

Decision-making level: Undefined, since such 
decisions are 'emergent1 rather than planned.

Departments involved: Also undefined. 
Multiple departments will have been involved 
in the decisions which have created a situation 
of'tacit adaptation'.

ADAPTATIONS, RELATIVE SIZE AND ATMOSPHERE

Relative Size of the Parties to the Relationship

There were considerable variations in the relative size of the parties observed in the case 

studies. In terms of company sales turnover, relative size varied from a ratio of 

approximately 1:1 (Intelco/Canatel) to a ratio of over 100:1 (USAuto/UK Metal). In 

general, the relative size ratios were smaller in the telecommunications sector, and larger 

in the automotive sector. In part, this simply reflects the large number of relatively small 

automotive components manufacturers serving the UK market. However, there is also an
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element of illusion here, since several of the automotive components suppliers were 

subsidiaries of much larger groups Indeed, respondents from International Exhausts 

claimed that they had actively sought amalgamation into a global automotive components 

group in order to compete as part of a global company, recognising that automobile OEMs 

wanted suppliers who could follow them into world-wide markets.

The opinion was heard from several respondents that the relative size of the parties to a 

relationship was important in itself, and independently of the power balance. Both Detroit 

Inc and UKAuto see the position of small components supplier as problematic, their very 

lack of size inhibiting the adoption of world-class manufacturing techniques, while 

rendering them unable to follow the automobile OEMs into new markets, particularly in 

the Far East. It is possible, therefore, to distinguish between three "size" parameters, each 

of which may have a bearing on the development and conduct of buyer-seller 

relationships, and on adaptation behaviour:

  absolute size: affects the ability of a party to invest in the latest technology and to 

collaborate with a partner in world-wide markets (i.e. affects the ability of the party to 

adapt in ways which matter)

  relative size: independent of the power balance, this affects the ability of the parties to 

meet on "equal terms", affects whether they have a similar perspective on the value of 

resources and on managerial procedures (and, hence, influences whether or not they 

have a shared understanding of the value of a given adaptation within the relationship)

  power balance: this will be further explored below - it is to be expected that there will 

be a broad correlation between relative size and power balance, but that in specific 

cases this will be mitigated by other factors (for example, where a small supplier has 

acknowledged high technical proficiency in a critical input area).
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Relationship Atmosphere

It is to be expected that the relationship atmosphere will affect adaptation behaviour, and 

that adaptations, in turn, will "feed back" into the atmosphere. A number of specific 

examples from the case studies illustrate this process:

  US Auto/UK Metal: UK Metal reported that they withhold important cost information 

from US Auto because they are convinced that it would be used against them, i.e. that 

USAuto would use their considerable power advantage to appropriate any efficiency 

gains achieved by UK Metal - in this case an atmosphere of mistrust prevents 

adaptations from taking place which could be of mutual benefit

  UKTelco/ABC: despite partnering overtures from senior management levels within 

UKTelco, operational managers within ABC have grown used to being treated harshly 

by this powerful customer in negotiations, and this inhibits adaptation - again, a low 

trust/high antagonism atmosphere prevents potentially beneficial adaptations from 

taking place

  Intelco/Canatel: there is a similar pattern in this relationship, with the difference that 

power is more symmetrical, but again the problem was observed that entrenched 

mistrust and antagonism at operational levels was inhibiting a planned partnering 

initiative from bringing about beneficial adaptations.

It seems to follow, therefore, that absent adaptations can be regarded as the opportunity 

cost of a low trust, antagonistic relationship atmosphere.

On the other hand, there were examples of a positive feedback loop between relationship 

atmosphere and adaptations:

10
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  Newco/Canatel: in a very short time, the parties to the relationship have succeeded in 

bringing about a relationship atmosphere which is so close and trusting that some of 

Canatel's competitors have withdrawn from bidding for Newco contracts - adaptations 

on both sides have been extensive, bringing about a rapid growth of trust

  Detroit Inc/Intemational Exhausts: International Exhausts's investment in specific 

manufacturing capacity for Detroit Inc was a demonstration of both trust and 

commitment within the relationship, and the atmosphere of the Detroit Inc/International 

Exhausts relationship is characterised by notably higher levels of co-operation and trust 

than the comparable International Exhausts/US Auto relationship.

The evidence from the case studies, therefore, supports the following assertions:

1. that a favourable relationship atmosphere, characterised by high levels of trust and 

low antagonism, is associated with high levels of adaptation

2. that high levels of adaptation feed back into the relationship atmosphere, increasing 

levels of trust and co-operation

3. that an unfavourable relationship atmosphere, characterised by low levels of trust 

and high antagonism, is associated with the withholding of potential adaptations.

Of course, the withholding of an adaptation does not act as such a clear signal of 

relationship commitment as a positive adaptation act. In some cases (but none observed 

here) it may be that a party clearly signals an "absent adaptation" in order to send a 

particular message to the partner. It is more likely (as observed here) that "absent 

adaptations" are not disclosed, firstly, to prevent the partner from using coercive power to 

enforce them, and, secondly, to enable a "rhetoric of partnership" to continue.

11
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ANTECEDENTS TO ADAPTATION IN BUYER-SELLER RELATIONSHIPS

In this section associations are investigated between the following concepts:

  adaptations by customer and supplier organisations

  the age of the relationship

  power balance within the relationship

  managerial orientation towards partnering within the customer and supplier 

organisations.

In order to facilitate the analysis, relevant data from the case study relationships have been 

reduced to a pseudo-quantitative form. The summary (pseudo-quantitative) data is 

presented in Appendix 1, where the definitions of the variables constructed from the case 

study data are also provided. Customer and supplier adaptations within each relationship 

have been summarised using a 5 point scale, the managerial orientations of the parties 

have been converted to a 3 point scale, and the power balance within the relationship is 

also rendered on a 3 point scale. Using this reduced form of the case study information, it 

is possible to depict the association between adaptations and the other concepts 

graphically. Figures 2 through 6 present graphical depictions of the association between 

supplier adaptations and relationship age, power balance, customer and supplier 

managerial orientation. Figures 7 through 11 present the same depictions for customer 

adaptations.

Adaptations and Relationship Age

Figures 2 and 7 suggest that there is little association between adaptations and relationship 

age. There was some evidence from the automotive sector that OEMs expect certain 

adaptations (such as JIT delivery, and implementation of recognised quality systems) as a

12
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matter of course from their new suppliers, implying a clustering of adaptations in the early 

years of the relationship. On the other hand, in the case of the longest-lived relationships 

in the telecommunications sector (UKTelco/ABC, Intelco/ABC), it was the relative 

scarcity of adaptations which was a cause for surprise. In such cases, where two firms 

have done business together for so long, then it is possible that most of the necessary 

inter-firm adaptations have already been implemented, so that little recent activity is 

reported. This is akin to Ford's idea that adaptations would become less noticeable during 

the long-term phase of the relationship life-cycle (Ford 1980).

There is, therefore, little evidence of any regular pattern in the timing of adaptations within 

buyer-seller relationships. In some cases there may be an early cluster of adaptations, 

primarily of the socialisation type, in order to facilitate business between the two firms. In 

other cases there are long periods of relative inactivity, followed by bursts of new 

adaptation (for example, UKTelco/Softco [T2]). Major investment-type adaptations have 

been observed both at an early stage of the relationship (Newco/Canatel [T6]) and in a 

well-established, mature relationship (Detroit Inc/Intemational Exhausts [A3]). Naturally, 

adaptations which fall into the "tacit" or "emergent" category, and which follow from a 

long sequence of decisions which eventually bind a company very tightly to a partner, will 

only be seen in mature relationships (e.g. USAuto/UK Metal [A2]).

Adaptations and Relationship Power Balance

Figure 3 indicates the existence of an association between supplier adaptations and the 

relationship power balance, while Figure 8 indicates little association between customer 

adaptations and power balance.

The association between supplier adaptations and the relationship power balance is 

expected, and corresponds to earlier findings (e.g. Hallen, Johanson & Seyed-Mohamed

13
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1991). The presumed causal mechanism linking adaptations to power is based upon the 

high degree of dependence of the supplier on the customer, and therefore the ability of the 

customer organisation either through the coercive or the implicit exploitation of this power 

balance to enforce adaptations. Underlying this process is the knowledge that "you need 

us more than we need you", and the threat (usually implicit, sometimes explicit) that "if 

you don't do what we want, then we will take our business elsewhere" Such a causal 

mechanism is highly plausible in the USAuto/UK Metal case (A2), but less plausible in 

the Detroit Inc/International Exhausts case (A3). In the former case, managers at UK 

Metal are very conscious of the company's dependence on US Auto, and clearly feel 

coerced into substantial organisational adaptations. Where UK Metal resisted this 

coercion (and refused a specific adaptation for a USAuto division), they are convinced 

that this caused a loss of goodwill and of subsequent business. However, in the latter case 

the impression of the relationship is different. The Detroit Inc/International Exhausts case 

is characterised by apparently high levels of trust, and there is no evidence that 

International Exhausts was coerced into the major adaptations which it has undertaken for 

Detroit Inc. The managerial orientations of the two parties were at least as important as 

the relationship power balance in bringing about supplier adaptations. International 

Exhausts were determined to foster long-term relationships with key customers, while 

Detroit Inc is in the process of developing a supplier partnering strategy.

There is little evidence in Figure 8 of an association between customer adaptations and the 

relationship power balance. However, important instances of customer adaptation were 

identified during the field research which did seem to be associated with power. For 

example, Detroit Inc have adapted their standard terms of contract for Deutsch 

Components - this is not a major adaptation in resource terms, but is significant from the 

Detroit Inc perspective. In another case (from the pilot study), a Detroit Inc manager 

described how Detroit Inc had tamely acceded to an 8% price increase from an American 

supplier, when price reductions were being demanded from other suppliers. In both of
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these cases, the explanation from Detroit Inc is that the supplier is acknowledged to have 

a world-wide technological lead in an important product area, so that Detroit Inc's buying 

power is effectively cancelled out. It may be that the contradiction between such 

examples and the absence of any association in Figure 8 may simply be attributed to the 

limitations of the data. The study was designed to understand adaptation behaviour in 

context, and therefore uses comparatively few, in-depth case studies, which were selected 

non-randomly.

The outlier relationships in Figures 3 and 8 revolve around the telecommunications 

organisation Newco. In the Newco/Canatel relationship (T6), there has been substantial 

supplier adaptation, despite a power balance clearly favouring the supplier, hi the 

Newco/ABC relationship (T5), there has been negligible customer adaptation, again 

despite a power balance which favours the supplier. These examples demonstrate that 

power alone is insufficient as an explanation of adaptation behaviour. Another striking 

example is that between the US Auto/International Exhausts relationship (Al) and the 

Detroit Inc/Intemational Exhausts relationship (A3). Despite a similar power balance in 

each case, International Exhausts has adapted markedly less for US Auto than for Detroit 

Inc.

Adaptations and Managerial Orientation

Each of the firms investigated has a unique orientation towards partnership development. 

However, these can be classified into three dominant categories.

1. Transactional. Inter-firm relationships are managed predominantly on a 

transactional basis: if a buying organisation, then there is no policy to develop 

long-term partnership sources, if a selling organisation, there is no (explicit or 

implicit) policy of relationship marketing.
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2. Transitional. Historically, inter-firm relationships have been managed on a 

transactional basis. However, the organisation is now committed, at the top 

management level, to develop a relational approach. If a buying organisation, a 

policy of partnership sourcing has been developed, if a selling organisation, efforts 

are being made to develop long-term customer relationships.

3. Partnering. Partnership sourcing, or relationship marketing, are now firmly

embedded in organisational practice, i.e. the problems of implementation have been 

successfully addressed.

Each organisation has been classified according to this framework in table 2. 

Table 2: Buying and Selling Firms Managerial Orientation

Transactional

Buying

USAuto

Selling

ABC
Deutsch Components

Transitional

Buying

UKTelco
Intelco
Detroit Inc

Selling 

Softco
UK Metal

Partnering

Buying

Newco
UKAuto

Selling

Canatel 
International Exhausts
Nippon Components 
UK Exhausts
US Components

Figures 4 through 6 examine the following associations:

  between supplier adaptations and customer orientation: does a partnership sourcing 

policy tend to promote adaptations on the part of supply firms?

  between supplier adaptations and supplier orientation: does an orientation towards 

relationship marketing tend to promote adaptations within the supply firm?

16
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  between supplier adaptations, customer orientation, and supplier orientation: is there an 

interaction effect between the managerial orientations of the parties - where two 

"partnering" firms interact, is supplier adaptation reinforced?

Only the direct association between supplier adaptations and supplier managerial 

orientation is clearly supported by the data. In five relationships, supplier adaptations 

were judged to be substantial (level 4 or 5), and in four of these relationships the supplier 

has successfully implemented relationship marketing. In four relationships, supplier 

adaptations were judged to be relatively minor (level 1 or 2), and in three of these 

relationships the supplier pursues a transactional approach to marketing.

Figures 9 through 11 examine the following associations:

  between customer adaptations and supplier orientation: does a relationship marketing 

approach tend to promote adaptations on the part of customer firms?

  between customer adaptations and customer orientation: does an orientation towards 

partnership sourcing tend to promote adaptations within the customer firm?

  between customer adaptations, customer orientation, and supplier orientation: is there 

an interaction effect between the managerial orientations of the parties?

There is no real support for these associations from the case study data. If the outlier 

relationship (Newco/Canatel, T6) were excluded, there would be no discernible pattern to 

the scatter.

CONCLUSION

Buyer/seller adaptations are both planned and unplanned. Where they are planned it 

appears that the relationships between the magnitude of the adaptation decision, the 

seniority of the decision-making level, and the complexity of the data gathering and

17
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decision-making processes are fairly direct, as might be expected. However, substantial 

adaptations can 'emerge' incrementally over time as a result of a sequence of decisions, 

each of which was relatively unimportant.

The size of the parties to the relationship is pertinent to the adaptation process, hi the 

industries studied, absolute size can affect the ability of a partner to adapt in important 

ways (e.g. to support global expansion plans, or to invest in expensive R&D). The 

relative size of the parties can affect their ability to meet 'on equal terms', and their 

perceptions of the importance of a given adaptation. Mutual understanding is facilitated 

where the partners are relatively close in size. Relative size is also related to 

power/dependence. In this study the only clear association between power and 

adaptations was found between supplier adaptations and customer power. However, there 

was some evidence that customer adaptations also varied with relative power.

The age of a relationship appears to be a poor predictor of the extent of current adaptation 

activity. Certainly there are cases where the early phase of a relationship is characterised 

by a burst of adaptation activity. Equally, there are relationships in which, after a 'quiet 

period', there is a further burst of adaptations - perhaps in response to some external 

change (e.g. in technology), perhaps in response to a change of managerial policy in one 

of the parties to the relationship (e.g. a customer implements 'supplier partnering1). 

However, there seems to be no general relationship between adaptation intensity and 

relationship age.

Managerial orientation emerges as an important factor driving adaptations in the case of 

suppliers which adopt a relational approach to marketing. Other associations between 

managerial orientation and adaptations were less clear. Nevertheless, the expectation 

remains that a customer implementing a 'supplier partnering' strategy will adapt more for 

its key suppliers than a customer explicitly pursuing a transactional approach to
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purchasing. Furthermore, where two 'partnering' organisations interact with each other, it 

is to be expected that a synergistic effect will be created, and that mutual adaptation 

activity will be particularly extensive.

Given these observations, some future directions for research are fairly clear. A number 

of the associations explored here could be tested more rigorously by means of a 

quantitative study. In any such study, where the aim would be to gather sufficient 

(randomly selected) data points to support detailed analysis of covariance, it is difficult to 

envisage how data could be collected from both ends of each relationship. The 

measurement issues, noted above, associated with single-ended collection of information 

on adaptation behaviour would be a major concern. An alternative (and complementary) 

approach would be to conduct in-depth research on adaptations within a single 

relationship, gathering longitudinal data on adaptation decisions as they happen, from 

multiple respondents in each of the parties to the relationship and in relevant third-party 

organisations. In a sense, these research options are simply a means of re-stating the 

three-horned dilemma of research strategy identified by McGrath, Martin and Kulka 

(1982) - namely, that in all research designs it is necessary to trade-off generalisability 

(with respect to populations), precision (in control and measurement of variables), and 

existential realism (of the context within which behaviours are observed).
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Figure 2: Supplier adaptations & 
relationship age
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Note: For the specification of the variables and the 
identification of the buyer/seller relationships indicated 
by the letters in the diagrams, refer to Appendix 1.
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Figure 7: Customer adaptations & 
relationship age
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Note: For the specification of the variables and the 
identification of the buyer/seller relationships indicated 
by the letters in the diagrams, refer to Appendix 1.
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Appendix 1: Basis for the Pseudo-Quantitative Analysis of the Case Study data 

Table x.x: Summary Data on Case Studies

Code

Tl

T2

T3

T4

T5

T6

Al

A2

A3

A4

A5

A6

A7

Customer/Supplier

UKTelco/ABC

UKTelco/Softco

Intelco/ABC

Intelco/Canatel

Newco/ABC

Newco/Canatel

USAuto/Intl 
Exhausts

USAuto/UK Metal

Detroit Inc /Intl 
Exhausts

Detroit Inc/Nippon 
Components

Detroit Inc/Deutsch 
Components

UKAuto/UK 
Exhausts

UKAuto/US 
Components

Custr 
adapt.

3

3

2

2

1

5

I

1

2

3

2

2

2

Custr 
orientation

(P)

(P)

(P)

(P)

P

P

T

T

(P)

(P)

(P)

P

P

Supplier 
adaptations

3

3

2

3

1

5

3

5

5

3

2

4

2

Supplier 
orientation

T

(P)

T

P

T

P

P

(P)

P

P

T

P

P

Age (yrs)

30

10

30

10

3

3

19

43

19

2

30

20

2

Power balance

Customer

Symmetrical

Symmetrical

Symmetrical

Supplier

Supplier

Customer

Customer

Customer

Customer

Symmetrical

Customer

Symmetrical

Definition of Terms

Adaptations Scale
1. Negligible adaptations of any kind
2. Some adaptations, relatively minor (socialisation)
3. Considerable socialisation adaptation or small-scale strategic adaptation
4. Substantial strategic adaptation has taken place
5. The organisation is substantially adapted to the partner, several strategic adaptations, or evidence of 

extensive tacit adaptation

Orientation Scale
  T = Transactional: buying and selling processes are managed on a predominantly transact!onal, arm's length 

basis
  (P) = Transitional: the organisation is in the process of implementing a partnership sourcing or relationship 

marketing strategy (policy)
  P = Partnering: evidence that the organisation has successfully implemented a partnership sourcing or 

relationship marketing strategy (policy)

Power Scale
  Customer: the supplier is relatively more dependent than the customer on the relationship
  Symmetrical: there is an approximate equivalence between the parties in terms of dependence
  Supplier: the customer is relatively more dependent than the supplier on the relationship
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Appendix 2: Case Study Companies 

PURCHASING ORGANISATIONS

UKTelco UK and international telecommunications provider
Intelco UK based international telecommunications provider
Newco UK telecommunications provider
USAuto US based global automobile manufacturer
Detroit Inc US based global automobile manufacturer
UKAuto German owned, UK based automobile manufacturer

SELLING ORGANISATIONS

ABC UK/German owned, UK based telecommunications manufacturer
Softco Major American software company
Canatel Canadian owned global telecommunications manufacturer
International Exhausts UK exhaust manufacturer, subsidiary of a US conglomerate
UK Metal Small UK metal component manufacturer
Nippon Components Joint UK/Japanese owned automotive component manufacturer
Deutsch Components Large family-owned German automotive component manufacturer
UK Exhausts UK exhaust manufacturer, subsidiary of a UK automotive Group
US Components UK components subsidiary of USAuto

RELATIONSHIPS INVESTIGATED

Purchasing organisation

UKTelco with
UK Telco with
Intelco with
Intelco with
Newco with
Newco with

USAuto with
USAuto with
Detroit Inc with
Detroit Inc with
Detroit Inc with
UKAuto with
UKAuto with

Selling organisation

ABC
Softco
ABC
Canatel
ABC
Canatel

International Exhausts 
UK Metal
International Exhausts 
Nippon Components 
Deutsch Components 
UK Exhausts 
US Components
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